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Solution

Microsoft Enterprise
Mobility + Security
Mobile Device Management
for enterprise-wide device
security and control

Comprehensive
Enterprise Security
Identification, education, and
prevention of security risk
across the entire organization
utilizing Cisco and KnowBe4”

Backup and
Recovery

On-premise and cloud-based
solutions for data protection
and disaster recovery from
Rubrik, Zerto, Dell EMC, and
Veeam

Microsoft Azure

Microsoft Azure for off-premise
infrastructure, backup,
recovery, and DR

Converged and
Hyperconverged
Platforms

On premise cloud-connected
and high-performance virtual
infrastructure from Pure
Storage, Nutanix, Dell EMC,
and Cisco

Microsoft Office 365

Cloud-delivered enterprise productivity
platform for Email, Collaboration, and
Office productivity applications

Cisco Data Center and
Enterprise Networking

Completely integrated networking
solution for security, wireless,
switching, voice, and video surveillance

Managed
Services
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Cisco Meraki eliminates complexity from managing and monitoring your network. The
Cisco Meraki Cloud Dashboard ensures you have end-to-end visibility to provide you the
information you need to keep your end-users productive.

The eGroup Modern Office is a set of
proven technologies that leverage a modern
approach to intelligent software in order
to deliver simplicity, security, and ease of
management into your business’ Information
Technology. By introducing these modern
approaches to IT, you can spend less time
managing your technology and more time on
your business!

OpenDNS leverages data from over 80 billion DNS requests a day to identify and
block risks before they reach your network. Using intelligent software to predict
attacks before they happen.

Solution

info@eGroup-us.com

With Rubrik and Microsoft Azure, you can simplify your backups in your data center
and in the Cloud. Utilizing intelligent software, Rubrik and Microsoft Azure optimize
your backup storage and recovery to ensure your backups are ready and accessible
when you need them.

Microsoft Office 365 significantly reduces the complexity and costs associated
with managing, upgrading and supporting end-user collaboration solutions like
Exchange, Office Products, SharePoint, Skype, VOIP, and more.

With Nutanix Hyper-Converged Solutions, you can easily size your Data
Center’s compute, storage, and networking based on how much capacity
your business needs. The all-in-one solution uses intelligent software to
optimize the performance of your workloads without having to conduct
complex configurations.

1-877-eGroup-1
Microsoft Azure provides your business with the resources to run your
IT workloads, how you need to run them and only pay for what you use.

Contact us today for
your free Modern Office
assessment!

Microsoft Enterprise Mobility + Security allows you to streamline
access to your business applications through single-sign-on and
gain control of where and how your users interact with business
data to ensure your private information is protected and secure.

